16’ Extension Handle w/ Bottle
Series 6268B

Strong Fiberglass Handle
The sturdy material doesn’t bow or bend
when it’s extended to its full length

Hygienic Water Collection
Bottle at the end of the handle
collects condensation so it doesn’t
contaminate products

Easily Reaches Ductwork
The full extension height allows
workers to reach most ductwork

This composite fiberglass and aluminum extension pole extends past 15 feet, and drains into
the included bottle part number RP6946. The pole is designed to work in conjunction with our
condensation collection squeegees to eliminate dripping water that could contaminate food
product or cause corrosion on costly equipment. The ceiling squeegee system provides a more
sophisticated and effective option than rags and sponges.

16’ Extension Handle w/ Bottle
6268B
Available in yellow only
Condensation squeegees are Remco’s

Specifications:

unique solution to a common food

Length: 98.8” - 187”

industry problem. Attach this handle

Width: 1.25”

to reach tall ductwork to remove

Height: 1.25”

condensation before it falls into food

FDA-Compliant Raw Material: No

or onto expensive machinery. The

Material: Fiberglass/Aluminum

handle easily extends to up to 16 feet.

Unit Weight: 2.83 lbs.

Colors
When ordering, add the color digit to the
base part number to denote color.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Fully updated product specifications are available at Remcoproducts.com.

The Color-Coding System
Remco and Vikan® brands offer an integrated color-coding system to help mitigate the risk
of cross-contamination in food processing facilities. With an array of color-coded tools and
storage brackets, and years of experience building effective
color-coding systems, the experts at Remco Products Corporation
can help you effectively apply color-coding to divide and identify
different zones or processing tasks. As a result, workers can
more easily comply with material handling and hygienic cleaning
procedures to maintain stringent food safety standards.

Please see the full-line catalog for a complete list of Remco™ and Vikan® products.
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